ART
15 MINUTES OF FAME
Recreate a famous, classic work of art!
Use what you got & re-create a
masterpiece !
Full Activity here!

DRAMA

FOODS

Maker or Creator

MAKE A SALAD

Get those creative theatre juices flowing.
Choose one of the options: Prop to the
Rescue! OR We are in Big Trouble

Who said salads are boring?! Create a
salad with a mix of protein, fruit, veg,
healthy fats and good carbs.
Get creative and share it!

Get the Full Activity here!

Follow more with Ms. Bangham
instagram.com/brookscovidcooking

Share your artwork by using the hashtag
#sd47learnathome

METAL

TEXTI LES

ISOMETRIC SKETCHING
Why? Welding requires excellent eye-hand
coordination & sketching is an easy way to
improve this!
Watch this video
Try sketching five interesting items you find in &
around your home - one a day for 5 days.
Add some ink and colour to your fave sketch &
take it from Good to Great!
Missed the last video? Here it is

CAREERS

at

WOODWORK
3D PUZZLE

WEAVING
Got some yarn, and cardboard lying
around? Check out this Picture Tutorial for
a little Mug Rug!
OR
if you prefer a bracelet: Circle Loom Bracelet

Share your creation by using the hashtag
#brookssewawesome

Use cardboard to make a 3D Puzzle of an
animal that will stand up on its own. All
pieces should slide together (interlock)
and fit well – no glue or tape! If you have
any, you could use thin plywood.
Remember your safety skills when using sharp tools!

Pro Tip: Put a cutting board under the cardboard –
don’t ruin your floor or table!

Share your meme by using the hashtag
#sd47learnathome

A

CAREERS

B

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

LEARNING STYLE

We are all smart in several ways. Research
shows that people have eight
different types of intelligence, usually with
strength in three or four. Take this quiz to
find out if you are more 1) Body smart 2)
People smart 3) Number smart 4) Nature
smart 5) Self smart 6) Sound smart 7)
Picture smart 8) Word smart. What
are your three strongest multiple
intelligences? Are you surprised?
Why or why not?

Determine if you learn better by listening,
seeing, or through hands-on experience.
Take this quiz to explore how you learn, &
to help you figure out which of the 3
learning types you are most like. Create a
representation* to share how you agree
or disagree with your quiz results. Are you
a listener, seer, or doer? How do you
learn best?

CAREERS

C

WORK TOGETHER!
Ask a parent, caregiver, sibling and/or
grandparent how you can help them out.
Spend a minimum of 30 minutes working
with them or doing something that will be
useful to them. Submit a reflection
(photo collage, video, or written
paragraph) about how, during the task (by
asking and carrying out the help), you
demonstrated respect, collaboration
and/or inclusivity in working with others.

*Respond in any format: audio, podcast, video,
written, drawing, PowerPoint

GRADE 8 ARTS/ADST

CHOICE BOARD

